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Professor Ribant is excellent! He actually makes me proud to attend this university. We should have more professors like him.

Mike Ribant has distilled this course down to what it should be. Useful information about the geography of the world and topics within geography. We have touched on
every region, and discipline. A worthwhile introduction course.

Professor Ribant is very passionate about his subject. Most of all he is fair and clear with his students. He made every lecture and study guide available for us online as well
as his time outside of class. He was successful at teaching what was indicated in the syllabus.

Great class to learn a lot of random information, I'm not saying that in a bad way at all. Highly recommend.

Awesome teacher, covers relative current events. Going to class and studying didn't feel like it was hard work.

This course was difficult to me because this is something I never did and I was really new to it so taking in that much information was a challenge and it showed on my
exams.

Professor was really helpful and cooperative.I like his teaching teachnique.

Mr. Ribant is an excellent teacher. Only covers things that are relevant and never went of tangent. He's extremely nice and will give students a second chance if they missed
something. I would definitely take another course taught by Professor Ribant.

Very Kind teacher, always available for any questions and for some make up quizzes. I wish my teacher the best along the way.

It's a good course, Mike is a good teacher. The only reason anyone should've had any trouble is if they didn't show up or study for the exams or quizzes. I've actually
recommended the class to someone else because it was such a good class.

Professor Ribant is amazing, I learned so much just because he puts everything straightforward and simple. This is a gen ed class for me and I was not looking forward to
paying much attention to it but the way Professor Ribant taught it, it was very interesting and caught my attention. 10/10 for him! I recommend him for other courses
because he knows his information accurately. Would take him again for other classes!

awesome teacher and he is very understanding

One of my favourite class of this semester

Excellent teacher!!!! He is a model educator and comes highly suggested.

Professor went over everything necessary for exams. Made time for students after class and gave us all the tools to succeed. Highly recommended.

This was my first course in the discipline of Geography and the overall experience was amazing! I would definitely take another course with this professor for the following
reasons: *Concise *Informative *Enthusiasm *Knowledge *Preparedness that was demonstrated with each and every class session.

Question: Written comments.
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